
we cannot
wait to get back
and implement

this.

if we move from
outputs to inputs, we
 know at each step
that we have the
information we
need to satisfy

the output.

kent,
you are
quiet --

thank you,
magnus --

don’t
you have any
questions?

i’ve been
a big fan

of this for
years.

not
really.

just never
been given the
opportunity to

try it.

Blobs
Random musings - Lilly Randall

Feature Injection:
Hunt the value?

Always looking for ways of analysing problems to come up 
with solutions I came across a website that described
Feature Injection. Feature Injection has three steps:
1) Hunt the value.
2) Inject the features.
3) Break the model.
0) repeat

What value to hunt?

Feature Injection tells us to move toward the outcome until 
we encounter value. That sounds nice, but is more difficult 
when you try to apply this. Value is created when a benefit is 
created for either the consumer or the producer of a product 
or service that they are willing to pay for.
There are four ways of generating value: increasing or pro-
tecting revenue, or reducing or avoiding costs in alignment 
with the strategy of the organisation.

If that is the case then why are Twitter and Instagram worth 
so much? Facebook bought Instagram for a cool billion dol-
lars even though it does not generate a cent in revenue. 
Twitter was worth gazzilions even when it wasn’t generating 
any revenue either. The value model is well and truly 
broken!
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A number of modern companies do not build revenue 
models. Instead they build options to generate revenue. 
These options have two important aspects.... Network and 
Usage.

Network

Social Networks are more valuable to their users if they 
have more users or a bigger network. How much is the first 
telephone worth if no one else in the world has one? Only 
Alexander Graham Bell really got to think about that and 
came up with a clever solution. He understood the impor-
tance of network and gave away phones for free to hotels 
and other places where many people would get to use them. 

Usage

Usage is another important aspect. If people do not use your 
service, there is no way you generate revenue from them. 
The more they use your service, the more likely they are to 
generate a revenue for you. Revenue can be them paying 
for a service or indirect like ads.

There’s value in numbers

In order to get the most value out of the network and usage 
it is important to accurately measure EVERYTHING!. Think-
ing you have a big network is not the same as knowing you 
have exactly 501,217 users and seeing a graph of the trend. 
Thinking people use your product is not the same as know-
ing that they use it on average for 27 minutes per day. Num-
bers are key! 

Hunting the value requires you to think about your context 
and where the value could be. It is no longer just reducing 
cost and increasing revenue. Understand where your value 
is coming from.

Seeya next time -
L
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